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Imaging and analyzing gunshot residue (GSR) particles using the scanning electron microscope equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (SEM-EDS) is a standard technique that can provide important forensic evidence, but the discrimination power of this technique is limited due to low sensitivity to trace elements and difficulties in obtaining quantitative results from small particles. A new, faster method using a scanning proton microbeam and Particle Induced X-ray Emission (μ-PIXE), together with Elastic Backscattering Spectrometry (EBS) is presented for the non-destructive, quantitative analysis of the elemental composition of single GSR particles. In this study, the GSR particles were all Pb, Ba, Sb. The precision of the method is assessed. The grouping behaviour of different makes of ammunition is determined using multivariate analysis. The protocol correctly groups the cartridges set forth by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) in 2010 states that particles which are “characteristic of GSR” must contain lead, barium and antimony. Such particles may contain one or more of the following elements: aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur (trace), chlorine, potassium, calcium, iron (trace), nickel, copper, zinc, zirconium and tin. The morphology and elemental analysis of recovered particles can be interpreted following a formal approach which allows them to be judged as “characteristic” or “consistent” with GSR. For more meaningful interpretation of GSR particles “the recovered particulate can be compared with case-specific known source items, such as the recovered weapon, cartridge case or victim related items”.

Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry (SEM-EDS) has become the technique of choice for GSR analysis due to the fact that it is widely available, spatially discriminating and non-destructive. When cartridge cases of various types of ammunition are recovered from the crime scene, the comparison of GSR particles from the known sources with those found on a suspect can sometimes result in inconclusive discussions in court, because of the poor sensitivity of the technique to trace elements and the inability to provide quantitative information from single particles. There is, therefore, an urgent need for a technique that retains this non-destructive nature, yet has a greater capability than SEM-EDS to collect chemical information (including quantitative information) from single GSR particles, allowing for greater discrimination between different sources.

Of the techniques that have been previously tested for the analysis of GSR particles, Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectroscopy (LA-ICP-MS) offers detection limits...
in the μg kg⁻¹ to mg kg⁻¹ (ppb–ppm) range for most elements,¹⁰ but lacks the spatial resolution to locate and image GSR particles, which are typically a few microns in size amongst the large population of environmental particles that are normally collected from a suspect. Additionally, the technique is destructive, making it unsuitable for casework, in which only a small number of particles are typically recovered.¹¹ Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) is capable of analyzing individual GSR particles with a good sensitivity for both organic and inorganic molecules. However, due to the surface sensitive nature of the technique, sputtering of the particles is required in order to expose the area of interest, making it quasi-destructive.¹² ToF-SIMS additionally suffers from difficulties in producing quantitative measurements, particularly for GSR samples with non-uniform topography.¹³ X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)¹⁴ and Raman spectroscopy¹⁵ are also non-destructive but lack spatial resolution and also suffer from quantification problems. SEM with Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry (SEM-WDS)¹⁶ and SEM with Transition Edge Sensor (SEM-TES) using a microcalorimeter detector¹⁷ offer enhanced sensitivity to trace elements compared with SEM-EDS but are unable to provide quantitative information for this type of sample.

The Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) scanning microbeam technique Particle Induced X-ray Emission (μ-PIXE) uses a beam of protons with energy between 2 and 3 MeV to produce the same X-ray emissions as in SEM-EDS, but μ-PIXE detects elements at the mg kg⁻¹ (ppm) level due to the much lower primary bremsstrahlung background produced by the protons (compared to the electrons in the SEM). Previous preliminary work by Bailey et al. has shown that μ-PIXE therefore has a higher sensitivity than SEM-EDS to the trace elements in GSR particles.¹⁸¹⁹ Romolo et al.²⁰ have recently demonstrated that μ-PIXE together with Particle Induced Gamma Emission (PIGE) is also able to give unprecedented characterization of GSR particles arising from primers not containing lead.

In SEM-EDS, backscattered electron energy spectra are almost invariably treated qualitatively due to the predominance of multiple scattering effects within the sample.²¹ In contrast, backscattered particles from the ion beam usually undergo only one scattering event, encouraging quantitative interpretation of the particle energy spectrum. The particle spectrum (EBS) spectrum allows the calculation of total charge deposited and the variation in the matrix signal as a function of depth.²²⁻²⁴ This in turn allows the X-ray absorption to be accurately calculated, enabling quantitative analysis of the constituent elements. Bailey et al.¹⁸¹⁹ reported preliminary quantitative data from GSR particles obtained from self-consistent treatment of PIXE and EBS data, which was found to be too time consuming for use on large populations of particles. Romolo et al.²⁰ reported data on primers not containing lead, using a more simplified analytical procedure but requiring elemental mapping, which is also too time consuming for large populations of particles.

The present paper describes a significant improvement to the above analytical procedures to allow effective characterisation of GSR particle populations. For the construction of databases, where a very large number of particles and corresponding spectra would necessarily be studied, a streamlined analysis procedure is required. This is developed and tested in this work where we present a new method for GSR analysis using IBA and multivariate analysis, giving, for the first time, the capability to obtain and rapidly evaluate quantitative elemental information relating to single GSR particles. This is used to characterise and compare populations of GSR particles for forensic purposes, with the opportunity to improve the support from chemical information to criminal investigations involving firearms.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sample collection

GSR samples were collected from various different sources, as shown in Table 1. The cartridge makes studied here were selected because they are known to generate “characteristic” particles containing Pb, Ba and Sb. Residues from the hands of shooters were collected by dabbing their hands 100 times with SEM stubs covered with Leit adhesive carbon tabs (supplied by Agar Scientific), concentrating on the top of the thumb and index finger.²² Residues from spent cartridge cases were obtained by scraping the inside with swabs before transferring the residue to the stubs. Shooters’ hands were thoroughly washed between each firing and dried on disposable paper towels. A blank collection was taken between hand washing and firing. In subsequent analysis, 1 particle of GSR was found on 2 of the blank stubs. This was not considered to be a problem as the majority of results presented here are based on populations of between 14 and 30 particles per firing. Fresh latex gloves were used for each collection and sampling was carried out over 10 meters away from the firing site in order to avoid any airborne contamination of the stubs.

2.2 Particle relocation protocol and ion beam analysis conditions

To test the relocation abilities of this method, the positions of 11 GSR particles of sizes varying from 60 μm to 1 μm in diameter (including three of 1 μm and two of respectively 3 μm and 5 μm) were located using a FEI Quanta 400 SEM, equipped with an EDAX Phoenix EDS system and E.A. GSR XT software and energy resolution of 133 eV at Mn Kα.
Relocation of particles in the ion beam was carried out using several ion-beam-induced secondary electron images at increasing magnification, together with the previously logged distances and SEM images to ascertain the general area of interest. For the highest magnification images, elemental X-ray maps (typically taking 1–2 minutes to generate) were used to find the exact location of each of the smallest particles. µ-PIXE spectra were generated using a 3.0 MeV proton beam with beam currents of 500–800 pA, focussed to spot sizes between 1 µm and 4.5 µm (see Table 1), and a 146 eV Si(Li) detector at a take-off angle of 45° with a 130 µm be filter to exclude backscattered protons from the detector. Backscattered particle (EBS) spectra were simultaneously collected at a scattering angle of 155° and a solid angle of 50 m sr. Energy calibration of µ-PIXE and EBS spectra was performed using the Pb-glass BCR-126A standard from the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurement, Geel, Belgium.

### 2.3 Spectral quantification and fitting protocol

A point analysis (typically 5 minutes per analysis) in the centre of each particle was obtained. The OMDAQ software, which has its own EBS code and implements GUPIX for the analysis of PIXE spectra, was used to fit the IBA spectra (PIXE and EBS) self-consistently, using an approximate initial composition of a metal dioxide (Pb 0.2, Ba 0.5, Sb 0.2, S 0.05 and O 2.0) for the particle and a carbon tape substrate with C/O = 8 (from measurements of a blank area of the carbon stub). The composition and thickness of the particle layer was then automatically obtained by fitting the data, with SEM images used as a check of the thickness obtained, ensuring a representative matrix had been used in the fitting procedure. This process takes around 2 minutes per particle.

### 2.4 Background subtraction protocol

Due to the greater sampling depth of the ion beam compared with the SEM (tens of microns compared with a few microns) it is possible to generate X-rays from the adhesive layer, which varies in composition across the substrate, depending on the amount of glue present. To account for this, background information spectra were collected from the blank spots on every stub used, varying between heavy glue presence and none. We have already shown how to deal with background in quantitative analysis using elemental maps, but for larger populations of particles acquiring maps is too time consuming. Therefore, in the present research, this set of 16 measurements was used to produce a theoretical ‘worst case’ stub by amalgamating the largest concentration of each element detected in each measurement of all the blank stubs (see ESI†). The resulting background is quantified explicitly in the ESI (Fig. S1†). The worst case stub concentration was then subtracted from the calculated concentration of each element detected in each particle to ensure that the reported element comes from the particle and not the substrate. The minimum detection limits relevant here (of order 100 times higher than typical PIXE measurements) are then given by these “blank” values. These poor detection limits are only an inconvenience since, as described later, only the major and minor elements were found to be significant in separating the populations of particles.

### 2.5 Analysis protocol

The background-subtracted quantitative elemental content data were then entered into a statistical analysis program, IBM SPSS Statistics. Multivariate canonical discrimination function analysis (CDFA) was employed in order to test how well the different makes of ammunition could be separated. The Wilks’ lambda distribution was used to evaluate the statistical significance of the separation.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Damage test

The non-destructive nature of IBA was tested by leaving a 2.5 MeV beam focussed to 4.5 µm × 5 µm with a beam current of 3 nA (considerably greater than a typical analysis), for 850 minutes point analysis on one of GSR particles from a Federal 9 mm Luger 95 grain Jacketed Soft Point cartridge. SEM images of the particle before and after analysis are shown in Fig. 1 along with an overlay of the µ-PIXE spectra for the first and last 5% of the data acquired. PIXE spectra were also fitted for every 10% of the data collected, with relative standard deviations (RSDs) at...
levels (of between 0.6 and 5.6% for all elements detected) expected from the counting statistics. No morphological changes were observed by SEM analysis, even under this unrealistically long exposure time, indicating that the sample was not measurably compromised, making reanalysis possible.

3.2 Relocation
In the procedure described above under the ‘Relocation Protocol’ it was possible to relocate 9 out of the 11 test particles with the smallest being ∼1 μm and the missing particles both being 1 μm or less in diameter. The capability to find 1 μm particles depended on a well-focused beam <2 μm.

3.3 Precision, homogeneity and reproducibility
Samples 1 and 2 are repeat measurements of the same particles on dates four months apart. Fig. 2 illustrates box plots of the distribution of the RSD between the measurements for each element detected, excluding Zn and Cl which were only detected in one and two particles respectively. The RSDs are typically less than 10% for most elements; Cu, K and P being the only exceptions. This is because K and P were both detected in concentrations very close to the limit of detection and Cu was found to be spatially inhomogenous from mapping of GSR particles.

3.4 Intra-box variability
Samples 8 and 9 are sets of particles produced by different cartridges from the same box of ammunition with the same firearm. The particles were correctly grouped together using CDFA and are separated from the other two types of cartridges. The function employed to discriminate the residues returned a Wilks’ Lambda value of 0.675 with a significance below the 95% confidence level \( p = 0.154 \), demonstrating that these residues, coming from a similar source, could not be discriminated. Box plots (see ESI†) showed no significant difference between the samples for any of the elements detected.

3.5 Effect of changing the type of firearm
GSR particles have a complex genesis and a memory effect due to different cartridges previously shot by the same firearm has been reported.28 We have also investigated this.

In samples 2 to 6 there are particles produced by ammunition taken from the same box, but shot by 5 different firearms. Using CDFA, the samples could not be discriminated. The 4 functions employed to discriminate the residues returned Wilks’ lambda values of 0.659 with a significance below the 95% confidence level \( p = 0.102 \), demonstrating that these residues, coming from a similar source, could not be discriminated. Box plots (see ESI†) showed no significant difference between the samples for any of the elements detected.

3.6 Variability between three different makes of ammunition
Fig. 3 plots the first two canonical discriminant functions of all the samples. The dark boxes represent the peak centroids of the data for each sample and show discrimination between the 3 different makes of ammunition. Samples 1–6 are residues formed by a first make of ammunition (Make 1 is Federal 9 mm Luger

---

Fig. 1  SEM images of a particle of GSR originating from Federal 9 mm Luger 95 grain Jacketed Soft Point before (above) and after (below) overnight analysis. Overlay (left) of PIXE spectra corresponding to the first and last 5% of the data.

Fig. 2  Box plots of the relative standard deviation between the concentrations of the elements detected when the same group of 10 particles were analysed on dates 4 months apart.
95 grain Jacketed Soft Point) collected from hands, Sample 10 is residue from the cartridge case of this Make 1, Sample 7 is residue from a second make (Make 2 is Federal 0.357 Magnum) collected from hands and samples 8–9 are residues from a third make (Make 3 is Federal 9 mm Luger 124 grain Hydra-Shock Jacketed Hollow Point) collected from hands. Three functions were used to separate the data and explained 62.8%, 18.0% and 11.1% of the variance respectively, returning Wilks’ Lambda values of 0.072 with a significance of 0.000 (p = 0.000); the separation therefore being significant past 99% confidence. The degree of success with which the model identified the make of ammunition was determined by calculating the percentage of cases that were correctly classified, known as the hit ratio. This was 91% (86% using a cross-validated algorithm). Box plots showing the statistical distribution of the concentration of elements detected in the population of particles from each sample are presented in the ESI†. These give support to the separation achieved by the CDFA analyses, showing that Make 1 is characterised by low Cu; Make 2 is characterised by low S, Ba and Sb, with a number of particles containing Ni; and that Make 3 is characterised by high Cl, Cr and Fe.

A potential limitation of the protocol is a systematic error introduced by the background subtraction of the worst case stub. The effect of this method on the ability to group the makes of cartridges was studied and CDFA results of data without background subtraction are presented in the ESI,† showing that the grouping behaviour is unaffected. The background subtraction method is necessary as it reduces the risk of falsely identifying an element as being present in a GSR particle. This is important in ensuring the compatibility of this protocol with the qualitative assessment of GSR particle composition that is currently used in casework.

3.7 Effect of sample size

The effect of sample size on the ability to associate GSRs with a reference population was tested using sample 8 as the ‘unknown’ ammunition and sample 9 as the reference population, both samples originating from the same ammunition. The entire dataset for all 3 makes of ammunition was entered into SPSS, excluding that of sample 8, from which groups of particles were randomly selected before CDFA was used to classify them. Fig. 4 presents some of the results from this test with graphs for the secondary group containing 10, 8, 5 and 3 particles going from left to right. The correlation between equivalent samples becomes increasingly poor as the size of sample 8 is reduced. However even at sample sizes of three particles, considered to be of low significance by certain forensic services, some opportunity exists to exclude other possibilities even if no strong association can be made between a sample and one unique make of ammunition.

3.8 Cartridges vs. hands

Sample 10 was taken from the same ammunition as samples 1–6, however it was collected from a cartridge case. The separation between sample 10 and samples 1–6 supports previous observations that the GSR composition from hand samples may be different to that from cartridge cases, especially when a pistol has been used. Box plots of the elements (see ESI Fig. S2†)
show the reason for this separation. The cartridge case samples (sample 10) are low in Ba, Sb and S compared with the samples from hands from the same make (samples 1–6). The cartridge case particles are significantly higher in Cu and Zn than the particles from hands. We have found (see ESI Fig. S2†), that GSR taken from cartridge cases of different makes of Federal ammunition can also be separated using the protocol described in this work.

4 Discussion

The damage behavior is entirely expected: these GSR particles are largely metallic, and metals are largely immune to this sort of radiation damage. A 2.5 MeV beam was used (instead of 3 MeV) for convenience. In fact this is a rather more stringent test since the lower energy beam deposits about 10% more energy into the GSR particle. This particle is about 5 μm in diameter, but the range of 3 MeV H into BaO2 is about 65 μm: most of the beam energy is deposited in the carbon tape substrate.

Previous work has shown that the frequency of GSR particles of 1 μm or less collected on hands is substantial,28,29 indicating a potential limitation of the technique. However, an ion beam with a smaller spot size would allow the detection of these smaller particles. Many such facilities exist already and several are under construction,30 with an expected spatial resolution down to 100 nm for analytical applications – an order of magnitude improvement on the beam used in this study.

In the relocation exercise, 9 out of 11 particles were located successfully. In this set of 11 GSR particles, three had sizes ~1 μm. One of these was successfully found with a proton microbeam spot size of 1.5 μm. The other two could not be found at a time when the beam could not be focused better than 4 μm. Clearly, a proton microbeam which can be routinely focused below 1 μm would be necessary for GSR work, considering the preponderance of small particles from the hands of living suspects.

The proton beam penetrates to the substrate (carbon tape in this case) and the EBS spectra and be accurately fitted, despite the geometrical complication that clearly exists, by a rather simple approximation of the target by a planar multi-layered target of varying proportions of heavy metals and carbon tape as a function of depth. This approximation will clearly bias the PIXE quantification depending on the details of the GSR geometry, and we therefore expect an accuracy of not better than 10%.

The use of the relatively simple code OMDAQ31 instead of the much more accurate DataFurnace code used by Bailey and Jeynes32 also impairs the precision of the method in the present work since it introduces yet further approximation. For the present purpose, this is of no consequence since the absolute precision does not significantly affect the multivariate analysis. The fact that reproducibility can be demonstrated shows that the precision is still at the 20% level or better, so that the approximations have only a limited effect on the quantitative results.

5 Conclusions

The new protocol presented and tested here is a demonstration of a streamlined analytical method for the quantitative analysis of GSR particles. Multivariate analysis confirms the validity of the approximations used in order to streamline the method, thus validating the analytical chemistry procedures used. This protocol has the ability to provide reproducible, quantitative measurements of a population of GSR particles. A quantitative discrimination protocol for GSR populations is unprecedented, and with it we have shown the grouping behavior of particles from three individual makes of cartridge from one manufacturer.

The method was shown to be non-destructive even under unrealistically long analysis times. Relocation of the particles from SEM images was demonstrated down to diameters of 1 μm, and new developments in the technology could lower this limit in the near future.

The reproducibility of the method for reanalysis of the same set of particles showed variations in the measured concentrations for most elements of around 10%, reflecting spatial inhomogeneity in the particles as well as the precision of the protocol. Two populations of particles from the hands of the shooter of the same make of cartridge could not be discriminated under the protocol, while the discrimination between the 3 different makes of ammunition was obtained, the separation being significant past 99% confidence after analyzing the hands of shooters. This is particularly interesting in forensic science because we have studied three makes all containing lead, antimony and barium in the primer. Similarly, particles produced by one make of cartridge and different firearms were not discriminated.

The effect of sample size was also investigated and found to be significant at low particle numbers. However, evidential value might still be added even at these low numbers of particles by excluding possible sources for a GSR sample.
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